ART. 73]
ELLIPSOIDAL SHELL.
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p a perpendicular drawn from the centre to the tangent plane, p the uniform density of the shell, then m = pdp. The volume v of the ellipsoid is f ?ra3 (be/a2), and the volume dv of the shell (being the differential obtained on the supposition that b/a and c/a are constants) is 4mbcda and the mass M of the shell is pdv. Also since the bounding surfaces are similar daja = dpjp. The resultant
f attraction of a thin ellipsoidal shell bounded by similar^elTipsoids " "' ...... ""....... .....                                                  ]\fp
/   at an external point close to its surface is therefore equal to —r-
'   .and its direction is normal to the surface.                                  ^
;5i        72.    Cylindrical elliptic shell.    By making one axis of t'Ke' \  ellipsoidal  shell infinite, we deduce that the attraction  of any "homogeneous shell bounded by similar and similarly situated con-i centric elliptic cylinders at any internal point is zero.
Let p! be the mass per unit of length of a thin cylindrical shell,
.. and let the infinite axis be c; then the whole mass of the shell is
fju'c.    The resultant attraction at any point just outside is equal to
fjfp/ab and its direction is normal to the surface.                            ,:
73. Ex. 1. Prove that, if the attraction of a shell is zero at all internal points and the inner surface is an ellipsoid, the outer surface is a similar and similarly situated concentric ellipsoid.
If possible let the outer surface have some other form. Describe a similar ellipsoid to enclose and touch the outer surface at some point T. The difference between the ellipsoidal shell thus formed and the given, shell possesses also the property that the attraction is zero. This shell has no thickness at the point T of contact, and the surface density m at T is zero.
Let P be a point inside this shell very near T, draw a plane through P parallel to the tangent plane at T. The attraction of the matter on one side of this plane balances that on the other. But the attraction of the matter on one side is ultimately zero (being in fact Sirm), hence the attraction of the other is unbalanced and the particle P cannot be in equilibrium. [Todhunter's History, &G. Art. 1473.]
Ex. 2. If the matter composing a thin shell bounded by concentric spheres attract according to the inverse /cth power of the distance, prove that the resultant force on an internal particle P acts towards or from the centre according as /c is less or greater than 2. Cavendish, Pltil. Trans. 1771.
The plane section whose centre is P is such that the longer segment PQ of every chord QPR of the sphere is on the same side of the plane as the centre of the sphere. Since the masses of the elements Q, R are as PQ- to PR2, the attractions are as PQ2-* to PR2~K. The first is greater or less than the second according as or >2.
Ex. 3. If matter attracting according to the law of gravitation bo uniformly distributed upon the circumference of a circle, show that the chord of contact of tangents drawn to the circle from any external point divides the circle into two arcs, such that the potentials at the point due to each arc are the same.
[Math. Tripos.]

